Coordinates are presented for a refined model of the sideby-side (SBS) structure for the in vivo B-form of duplex DNA. Bond lengths and bond angles are within 0.025^ and 2.0° of standard values and there are no non-bonded intramolecular contacts shorter than 2.75A. These and other details of the refined model indicate that the SBS proposal is stereochemically viable.
INTRODUCTION
When the side-by-side (SBS) alternative for the structure of duplex DNA was initially proposed some uncertainty existed as to its stereochemical viability. ' In the original SBS B-form model, constraints were placed on the positions of the base pairs (such that the midpoints of lines linking glycosidic bond nitrogen atoms of corresponding bases were located above each other ) . This produced close contacts, especially in the "bend" regions. We have found that by relaxing this base pair constraint the possibilities for constructing a stereochemically acceptable model are significantly improved. While the refined model broadly corresponds to that originally presented by us and to the Type I arrangement outlined by Sasisekharen et al , it does have some new features.
DETAILS OF MODEL
A seven base pair unit consisting of the sugar phosphate backbone regions and base nitrogen atoms was constructed from Kendrew (2cm=l8) skeletal molecular units, modified appropriately to give bond lengths and bond angles as close as possible to 4 5 standard values ' (Table 1) . Preliminary coordinates were obtained from theodolite measurements of the physical model. These were merged with coordinates for base atoms that were derived from standard base conformations , via measured coordinates for the linking sugar carbon (Cl)-base nitrogen (Nl or N9) glycosidic bond atoms. The positions of the measured atoms and individual base groups were then adjusted to give tolerances of +0.025°. and ±2.0° with respect to standard bond distance and bond angle values (Table 1 ) and no non-bonded contacts less than 2.758. The parameters of all of the PO» (terminal oxygen) units were fixed at the standard 1.48A (P-0) and 116.0° (0P0) values. In addition two two-fold rotation axes (Rj and L 2 r that rotate successive five base pair units by 180°) were identified and refined. These satisfy the same tolerances and ensure complete connectivity throughout a duplex structure.
A set of atomic coordinates for a five base pair asymmetric unit having G-C base pairs is given in Table 2 . Other base-pair arrangements can be accommodated by the same backbone structure. As indicated in Table 3 the coordinates for the remaining five base pairs of a ten base-pair unit may be generated by rotation about one of the two-fold rotation axes.
Details of the backbone configurations and sugar puckers are given in Table 3 . These correlate closely with details of the initial model.
The configuration for A8 (and B3) has been altered from tg to gt and the sugar pucker for BIO (and Al) was altered from dendo to C2endo in order to achieve connectivity between successive ten base-pair units, a feature not initially considered.
The introduction of the C2endo configuration at BIO produces an alternating arrangement of sugar puckers for four of the five bases of the right handed structure (A2(B9) (C3endo), Al(BIO) (Clendo ), A10(Bl) (C3endo), A9(B2) (C3exo)), if C2endo and C3exo are regarded as being similar to each other. The refined structure has a long range twist of 46.8° per ten base-pair unit and a more pronounced zig-zag arrangement of the alternating right-handed and left-handed sections than the initial model.
The structure was constructed and refined within the constraint of standard values having reasonable tolerances. These tolerance values of ±0.0258 and ±2.0° for bond distances and bond angles are close to the standard deviations of these parameters for various nucleotide structures.
There are no non-bonded (intramolecular) contacts, as derived from the atomic coordinates (Table 2 ) , shorter than 2.758. This value may be related to the Haschemeyer and Rich estimates for close contacts in the following manner.
It is greater than the estimated "normal" lower limit for O 0 contacts of 2.708. For C O contacts the value is halfway between the "rare", 2.658, and "normal", 2.858, nonbonded limits, as derived from the sums of van der Waal radii limits, defined in this manner.
For C C distances the estimated limits are at higher values but the coordinates produce no non-bonded contacts of this type shorter than the "rare" limit of 2.8o8. A6N9  A6C8  A6N7  A6C5  A6C4  A6C6  A606  A6N1  A6O2  A6N2  A6N3  A7N9  A7C8  A7N7  A7C5  A7C4  A7C6  A706  A7N1  A7O2  A7N2  A7N3  A8N9  A8C8  A8N7  A8C5  A8C4  A8C6  A8O6  A8N1  A802  A8N2  A8N3  A9N9  A9C8  A9N7  A9C5  A9C4  A9C6  A906  A9N1  A9O2  A9N2  A9N3  A10N9  A10C8  A10H7  A10C5  A10C4  A10C6  A1006  A10N1  A10O2  A1ON2 B6N1  B6C6  B6C5  B6C4  B6N4  B6N3  B6C2  B6O2  B7N1  B7C6  B7C5  B7C4  B7N4  B7N3  B7C2  B7O2  B8N1  B8C6  B8C5  B8C4  B8N4  B8N3  B8C2  B8O2  B9N1  B9C6  B9C5  B9C4  B9N4  B9N3  B9C2  B9O2  B10N1  B10C6  B10C5  B10C4  B10N4  B10N3  B10C2 The positions of the hydrogen atoms have not been included in this analysis. Some additional refinement could be necessary in order to minimise H H contacts but some account of this has one of the observed nucleotide structures reported in Table 1 of reference 5. All hydrogen bond distances, which were varied, are within the range 2.48 -3.148.
Stereoscopic views of ten base pair sections of the refined model (the asymmetric unit with, in turn, L~ and R 2 generated units) are presented in Figures 1 and 2. For Fig. 1 the view is along the L 2 axis of rotation, showing the left handed five base pair unit in the central region. Fig. 2 gives the corresponding R,/ view of the right handed unit. Fig. 2 involves a 23.4 (the angle between L 2 and R 2 ) anticlockwise rotation about the z axis, with respect to the orientation in Fig. 1 .
DISCUSSION
We consider that the details of the refined structure presented here illustrate the stereochemical viability of the SBS model. Further refinement would involve reassessment of the gross features of the physical model used as a starting point in the study. It would also be necessary to examine more closely the limits currently considered acceptable for the various molecular parameters of a nucleic acid structure. For example it is probable that in polymeric structures, where additional strain is more likely to develop than in the monomeric units used as reference structures, wider ranges of the parameters, especially for bond angles, would need to be considered. o Hingerty has already shown that variation of bond angles within reasonable limits affects polynucleotide (helical) conformations to a very considerable extent. In addition, as indicated by the g study of B-DNA conformation by Levitt, a higher degree of tilting of the bases than used in this study may also be introduced into acceptable DNA models.
Since we have not reassessed gross features of the starting physical model, this particular representation of the SBS structure does not necessarily correspond to a position of minimum strain energy. An important consequence of this is that the long range twisting of the strands (an inherent feature of the SBS model, primarily related to the stereochemistry of the bend regions) may be overestimated at 46.8 per ten base-pair unit. The twist value will also depend on local base sequence and because of this X-ray photographs of fibre samples are unlikely to provide evidence for the effect. In the case of paracrystalline samples crystal packing forces could effectively reduce the long range twisting to zero. Consequently any use of the coordinates presented here for calculations related to X-ray studies of paracrystalline samples would require the removal of the twist, following procedures used previously. '
